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ABSTRACT

Background: Health information systems (HIS) are considered a vital tool to strengthen Low- and Middle-Income Countries’ (LMIC) health systems. Unfortunately, little is known about the technical factors of HIS in LMIC. Objective: This study aimed to make an empirical contribution, using the case of Kosova to find out about HIS development, trying to identify dysfunctional areas and opportunities for improvement. Methods: Technical factors of the PRISM framework were analyzed via document analysis, and semi-structured interviews were held with 15 respondents from the Ministry of Health, the National Institute of Public Health of Kosova, and the Hospital Clinical University Services of Kosova. Interviews were transcribed and coded deductively, using the defined theoretical framework to guide the content analysis. Results: The results indicate that MoH considered technical factors while developing HIS in Kosova. Nevertheless, HIS fulfills only some of the essential functions. Barriers to efficient HIS among technical factors are lengthy, time-consuming manual HIS forms, inadequate data from HIS forms for NIPHK analysis, difficulties when changing software and HIS economic operators, and the complexity of HIS functioning. Conclusion: Kosova still faces technical difficulties with an efficient and sustainable HIS system. Complex processes of extensive efforts have yet to produce the desired results, which prevent evidence-based health analysis and informed decision-making in Kosovar healthcare. More research is needed into organizational and behavioral factors influencing HIS efficiency in LMIC.
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1. BACKGROUND

HIS is an organized arrangement of people (health professionals and data operators), tools (technological equipment and report forms), and routine procedures (for data collection, processing, reporting, and usage) to provide and use routine health information (1, 2). Unfortunately, in low and middle-income countries (LMIC), HIS did not give the expected transparency and accountability in healthcare, disabling the calculation of health indicators and evidence-based policymaking (3). Such a situation led researchers to establish guidelines for HIS structure and components for LMIC (4). The Performance of Routine Information System Management – PRISM framework, designed for developing countries – helps define HIS determinants, their strengths, and weaknesses in a causal pathway and enables analysis of interventions to strengthen HIS.

The updated PRISM framework, built upon the framework by Lafond and Field (5), suggests that a routine HIS contains inputs (HIS determinants), processes, and outputs, aiming at improved health system performance as an outcome and improved health status as an impact. In inputs, we find technical, organizational, and behavioral factors. In processes, we deal with the data flow. In outputs, we see data quality and meaningful information usage in decision-making (4). Technical factors involve special skills and technology to design, maintain and improve HIS process and performance, including the complexity of the reporting form, procedures, HIS design,
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computer software, and IT complexity. Technical factors affect HIS performance directly or through behavioral factors (6,7). For example, if data collection forms are too complicated, indicators are irrelevant, or computer software is not user-friendly, the confidence and motivation of HIS workers will be negatively affected. Conversely, if HIS software supports proper and timely data processing and provides meaningful information for decision-making, information use will be optimal (4).

2. OBJECTIVE

This research aims to make an empirical contribution, to HIS development in LMIC. Existing research shows that these countries face difficulties with HIS due to the complex structure of their health organizations (8), fragmented and disconnected HIS parts (9), impractical goals (10), and the uncertainty of social, economic, and political environments (11), therefore each developing country needs to establish its HIS design based on its government, population and health system surroundings (12). Taking this perspective, it is imperative to analyze how the HIS is developed within the country context. More specifically, the study seeks to apply the updated PRISM framework to investigate technical factors of HIS development in Kosova and explore the ability of the system to provide valuable and meaningful healthcare information by: a) describing the HIS development, b) describing the barriers related to HIS data collection and reporting, and c) evaluating the HIS design and providing recommendations for further improvement.

The research will: 1) expand the relatively limited body of knowledge on HIS development in LMIC; 2) inform future policy-making regarding HIS design in Kosova; and 3) indirectly, by specifying HIS limitations and improvement options, the research will enhance healthcare monitoring and quality in the country.

3. MATERIAL AND METHODS

Study design

This qualitative research uses the case of Kosova to describe HIS development in LMIC. Document analysis and interviews with purposefully selected participants and knowledgeable actors of HIS in Kosova enabled an insider perspective on HIS functioning and difficulties with producing relevant information for healthcare decision-making.

Organization and respondents

The research was conducted in the Ministry of Health of Kosova (MoH), the National Institute of Public Health of Kosova (NIPHK), and the University Hospital and Clinical Services of Kosova (UHCSK). MoH and NIPHK are central-level governmental organizations, while UHCSK is a tertiary-level institution (see below), the biggest provider of public healthcare services. Fifteen respondents were selected based on one or more of the following characteristics: direct experience with HIS development, management working position requiring data usage, and/or working position requiring HIS use. Written permissions were obtained from the organizations to interview their staff, and informed consent from each participant. The interviews aimed to understand the challenges in HIS development in providing data and supporting the central policy-making level.

Data collection methods

Data were attained through document analysis of legislation, strategies, reports, and other writing found online from open sources or provided by the respondents in Albanian and English. Further, semi-structured individual interviews occurred between June – August 2020, online via Zoom’s platform in the respondents’ native language, and were audio-recorded. Respondents were provided electronically with the consent form, and all confirmed their willingness to cooperate at the beginning of the interview. Each interview involved previously prepared open-ended questions to allow discussion with the respondents and obtain their perception of the research questions; HIS development and design, data collection and analysis barriers, and to clarify their view of the opportunities to improve HIS in Kosova, with a focus on pediatric and gynecological services. In addition to the interviews, and only when substantially relevant to the research results, the authors used personal experience and knowledge gained through many years of serving in the Kosovar healthcare system.

Data analysis

All interviews were transcribed and translated into English. Further, they were analyzed to extract noteworthy statements and formulate meaning. A deductive coding system guided data analysis and answered research questions based on the defined framework.

Validity and reliability

Precise and verifiable record-keeping and data triangulation ensured the internal validity of the research. The external validity was ensured by discussing the findings with sample participants to ensure they understood and accepted them. Reliability was ensured by preserving all the documents, the main field notes, audio recordings, and transcripts. Confidentiality requirements were addressed by protecting the identity of the respondents. Risk to the validity and reliability involved accurate translation and interpretation from the native language into English, which was addressed by checking back the interview records while translating and using a professional interpreter service (13). In addition, sample member checks were made to verify if the respondents could recognize themselves in the analysis.

4. RESULTS

Health services in Kosova are organized at primary, secondary, and tertiary levels. The public healthcare sector consists of 449 facilities providing primary healthcare at the municipal level, while secondary and tertiary services are provided by the Hospital University Clinical Services of Kosova (HUCSK), spread over seven central geographical regions of the country. The private sector has 1,657 licensed outpatient clinics and 28 hospitals (14). Because of political reasons, medical facilities in 10 municipalities with Kosovar-Serbs minority by large do not participate in the Kosovar Health System (15).

Analysis of technical factors of HIS in Kosova

After the war, healthcare in the Kosova system faced numerous difficulties where “a lack of necessary and sufficient data from HIS was vital, as it hindered serious analysis and planning in public health” (respondent#1). Furthermore, rapid technological developments required the moderniza-
tation of services, increasing health personnel skills to work with data, and improving legal and technical infrastructure of fragmented data “as many healthcare organizations gave themselves a right to develop their systems” (respondent#2). Two decades later, HIS functions in public healthcare institutions, it is fragmented, not integrated, and does not follow the patient pathway in the healthcare system

a) HIS design

This part will describe the involvement of foreign experts in designing HIS, the extent of inputs by national professionals and their consideration by MoH, and the most recent HIS design.

Several times, MoH created working groups to define HIS design. The groups, especially in the past, often included international experts. “NIPHK was always a part of those groups. Sometimes our voice was heard, sometimes not – as happens in other issues too” (respondent#2). For example, in March 2000, a two-week pilot of a new HIS aimed to test the data collection system in Kosova by taking a snapshot of morbidity, drug use, doctors’ workload, and health facilities. The study was designed by WHO/UNMIK experts Leticia Fernandez and Ileana Castaneda, collaborating with the national expert Prof. Dr. Enver Baraku, Chief of the Social Medicine Department at NIPHK (16). While there is no information on the level of input by the national expert, this shows the joint work of international and national experts for HIS design in Kosova. Another example comes a year later when a recommendation from a German expert resulted in a decision to initiate a semi-computerized HIS. The national experts agreed with the proposal: “We did not have enough trained staff to use computers, and the internet network was unavailable as it is now” (respondent#3).

A different experience emerged in 2012, when 15 working groups of mainly national experts worked on designing a new HIS software component, aiming to define the patient flow in the healthcare system. This pilot design was planned to be implemented in the Gynecology and Pediatrics Clinics of the HCU Sk, among others (respondent#11). The proposal went to the supporting international agency LuxDev. “While watching the design presentation, it appeared to be very good, too good to be true” (respondent#6). However, this design was not put to life, nor were the working group members informed that the software had changed. “Only due to private interaction with health professionals did I realize that what we had worked on was not presented in that software, and I cannot tell why” (respondent#11).

As of 2018, the new Basic HIS (BHIS) system was designed for primary care. The decision-making team examined practices and mishaps from Finland, Estonia, and Lithuania, and countries of the region – Serbia, Montenegro, North Macedonia, and Albania – while designing HIS. This system has addressed patients’ follow-up within the health system, enabling the doctor to automatically identify previous patient visits for primary and ambulatory healthcare. In addition, the system identifies the patient by citizen number. Unfortunately, “this system is still being installed throughout primary healthcare organizations and is not available for inpatient care, while the Covid-19 pandemic has seriously influenced the speed of the process” (respondent#4).

b) Computer software

Changes in HIS design also caused changes in the HIS software over the years. Initially, Access software was being used, and later, Avicenna software. A new web-based application for primary healthcare, Basic HIS, is being distributed (respondent#4). “It is simple, only 14 indicators, and not so costly” (respondent#13). These changes are perceived to be caused by a lack of understanding among high-level decision-makers in healthcare. “Every time a high-level manager would change, we would waste 5-6 months until they would understand the issue. As a result, it was always easier for them to spend money to develop a new HIS instead of maintaining, updating or customizing the current one” (respondent#15).

The additional problem presented the end of contracts with the economic operator providing software design, installation, and maintenance services. Issues, such as inadequate budget planning, delay of procurement procedures, and non-transferability of HIS software source codes from one operator to another, would arise. In addition, once contracted, the new operator would start designing a new software from the beginning, causing data loss or poor data transfer from the previous software. “Working with data was always temporary; as soon as the contract ended, the data couldn’t be used anymore” (respondent#2), which caused severe breaks in data and thus the possibility to analyze data over time.

c) IT complexity

This part presents the IT network, personnel needed and trained, institutions involved, functional domains of HIS, and the current changes in the HIS system.

The HIS system in Kosova consists of the hardware infrastructure (HIS workstations, LAN, WAN connection, and Data center infrastructure) and related software (and its integration with external registries). All HIS workstations for health personnel consist of 1 zero-client connected to the Data Centre through LAN infrastructure destined for HIS and managed by the Network Operating Centre, a part of the HIS Department at MoH. In addition, all HIS workstations have access to a nearby printer. There is one workstation for each category, every two doctors, every five nurses, and every six administrative staff. Despite all of the network, in 2017, not all public healthcare organizations had the necessary IT supplies, software, and HIS system installed (17,18), and the situation hasn’t changed so much since, because of the diminished activities during the years of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Three other institutions are involved with HIS implementation: the Ministry of Public Administration manages and oversees the implementation of IT projects in public institutions; the Agency of Civil Registration is the owner and administrator of civilian data; while the National Agency for Personal Data Protection is an independent state institution responsible for overseeing the legitimacy of the processing of personal data. These institutions signed an agreement with MoH in 2015 and 2019 to create operating procedures and harmonize activities enabling health data analysis and reporting (19).

There are 16 HIS domains: none is fully implemented, and six are partially implemented (Admission, release, and transfer of patients; Inpatient, outpatient, and emergency care; Electronic medical record; Identity and access management; Medicine Registry, and Catalogue of procedures and laboratory) and ten are uncompleted (Patient relation-
ship management; Medical treatment and planning; Health professionals Registry; Healthcare organizations Registry; Patients Registry; Diagnostic catalog; Billing support; Personnel scheduling and planning; Acceptance/approval management; and Medical statistics and public health reporting system). Based on these domains, there are 120 different sub-functional operations listed. The access to these various operations is not clearly defined – the same person in other clinics may have access to multiple functions. Responsibility to backup data is given to the contracted company, but the HIS department in MoH does not know if this was being done (19). Current HIS design is functional in most primary healthcare organizations and some outpatient specialist services in hospital care. It uses virtual technology, meaning there are no computer boards, only keyboards, mouses, and monitors, while everything else is taken from the central server. In addition, the system is based on a hierarchy of users, meaning that health professionals can access their patient data while health managers can derive data only based on their access rights and job description (respondent#4).

**5. DISCUSSION**

This qualitative research focused on HIS development and functioning in Kosovo, as a case study for LMIC, to discover if the current HIS design responds to the needs of the healthcare system by concentrating on technical factors, as listed in the PRISM framework, and asking about HIS development, barriers to HIS data collection/reporting, and evaluating the HIS design to provide recommendations for further improvement.

The results indicate that MoH gave importance to technical factors in HIS development in Kosovo. MoH had an understanding that electronic HIS is necessary. Therefore, it regulated the HIS forms and reporting procedures, acquired international expertise to support HIS development, cooperated with national stakeholders, and developed several software systems in searching for the best fit. Despite the time and investments, HIS does not fulfill its essential functions, and numerous issues heavily influence HIS sustainability. Barriers facing HIS efficiency, among technical factors, are lengthy and time-consuming manual HIS forms, inadequate data from HIS forms for NIPHK analysis, fragmented HIS unavailable in all levels of healthcare, and opting out for new software instead of improving existing one, without weighting the impact or consequences of such decision, changes of software systems, and the mere complexity of HIS functioning.

Other researchers in developing countries have also found that technical barriers can limit HIS use (21) and hinder rapid access to relevant healthcare information (22). At the same time, software upgrades can improve the system quality (23), increase HIS utilization, provide better healthcare outcomes (24) and enhance health decision-making based on valid quality data (25). In addition, national context, collaboration with national experts, and locally meaningful health data were considered important for successful HIS (21).

The PRISM framework provided the theoretical structure guiding this research and helping sort out the gathered data. The framework also points out that providing technical resources is only a precondition to HIS efficiency, as technical factors directly or through behavioral factors impact HIS processes. Further, the framework helps identify relevant barriers among technical factors that affect HIS efficiency. Finally, the framework identifies the necessary actions to strengthen HIS in Kosovo.

However, the framework was not suitable for describing events retrospectively. Instead, it appears to be more convenient for taking a snapshot of the situation. It is undoubtedly not the ideal framework for an unstable environment with frequent changes in strategic directions. Other study limitations include personnel fluctuation, causing the loss of institutional
memories, and the COVID-19 pandemic, which limited the physical search of the archives for more detailed information.

The recommendations for further research would be to research organizational and behavioral factors of the framework to gain more detailed insight into people and culture’s roles in HIS development. Developing a HIS framework for unstable outer environments would also be recommended. The practice recommendations are to develop a long-term HIS governmental strategy together with people knowledgeable of the functioning of the healthcare system and link it with several short-term strategies which should minimize and simplify the technical HIS requirements: simple forms with useful data, with the most suitable procedure for data collection, reporting, and analyzing.

6. CONCLUSION

More than two decades after the war, Kosova faces technical difficulties with an efficient and sustainable HIS system. So far, complex processes of extensive efforts have not produced the desired results nor met the expectations, which prevents evidence-based health analysis and informed decision-making in Kosovar healthcare.
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